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My study abroad experience through Budapest Semesters in Mathematics made possible 
by the Jennings Family Brave Companions Fund was nothing short of exciting, exhilarating, and 
just plain fun. Throughout my stay in Budapest and my travels around Europe, I was doing 
things I never would have imagined. In terms of going places and seeing sights, I will always 
remember this summer as one of the most interesting, and I would not give it up for anything.

More than anything else though, I learned. I learned math, but I also learned how to think 
about math. I learned about myself and what I enjoy. I learned about the world around me and 
got a better understanding of my place in such a large universe. I made new friends from various 
backgrounds: classmates in the program, professors from universities in Budapest, local students 
on summer break, and many more. Out of everything that I gained on this trip, what I value most 
are the things I discovered about myself, my friends, and the world around me.

Of course, the primary reason for going was to study math. While in Budapest, I took two 
courses, Combinatorics along with Conjecture & Proof. In Combinatorics, I learned to appreciate 
the “simple” art of counting. I had the opportunity of taking the course with a professor who 
worked in combinatorics, and it was a great experience. On the other hand, Conjecture & Proof 
was fairly nonstandard. While the material was not selected from a specific area, there were 
significant connections between the various topics. I am glad that I had the chance to take a 
course like this because courses like these really show the beauty in math. For example, using 
graph theory as a general method in tiling problems is not only clever but also reveals much 
about the underlying structure of math.

Math, as I understand it now, is not just pushing symbols around arriving at “true” 
sentences. Rather, it is about simple ideas, their generalizations, and the connections between 
those ideas. It can be easy for many to think of math as an archaic, esoteric subject; however, 
math really is just another abstract way of understanding how the world works. Indeed, in 
Conjecture & Proof we learned about the Banach-Tarski paradox and Hamel bases for the real 
numbers as a consequence of the Axiom of Choice. While the Axiom of Choice is fairly intuitive, 
the Banach-Tarski paradox is not (suggested by the name). Understanding how these two ideas 
work together is interesting and suggestive of the structure of math and the world.

One thing I have gained an appreciation for is the idea of “mathematical maturity.” Often 
in math, one can look at a problem and immediately know the solution. On the other hand, the 
problems that are most rewarding and important are those that take time measured in hours, days, 
weeks, and months not minutes. Over the summer, I learned about how to approach a hard 
problem by looking at all the angles and persevering through difficulty.

Arriving in Budapest, Hungary could only be described as a shock. After I left security, I 
met my landlord who took me to my new home for 9 weeks. Sitting in his minivan and looking 
at the strange land around me without English signs was not only surprising but also scary. I was 
expected to survive here! Of course, before leaving the US I had believed that living in a foreign 
country with a different language was going to be easy. After all, I thought I was mature and 
resourceful enough. I am happy to report that I actually did survive, and I even had a lot of fun 
learning how to navigate the city’s public transport (which Pittsburgh could learn something 
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from) and narrow streets. It is so striking how different life is in Hungary: their customs, their 
food, their language.

Undoubtedly, I had difficulty at first. Even shopping for groceries was an adventure when 
I did not speak the same language as the cashier. Fortunately, finding delicious food in 
restaurants and little gyros shops was not hard. Furthermore, the vast majority of people were 
incredibly kind and understanding of the language barrier. They really made me feel as if I were 
accepted in their city.

One of the most memorable places and one of the most relevant now is Keleti train 
station. From the outside, it is a beautiful building surrounded by a square and a magnificent 
statue. Inside and under in the metro, everyone from Budapest travels to, from, and within the 
city. Here, it is possible to see the diversity: people from all walks of life. The reason I think this 
place is so important is the current controversy regarding refugees. I lived around 5 minutes’ 
walk from the station, so I was warned to be careful when protests about immigration and the 
poor living in the metro area. In fact, toward the end of the summer I had seen some of the 
refugee camps that can be seen on the news. It is incredible witnessing and living next to an 
important event in European history, and it gives me perspective on the situation.

While most of the program was spent in Budapest itself, some of the most enjoyable parts 
were the trips we took around Europe. Because this summer was one of the hottest in recent 
times for Budapest, a group of us from the program took a well-deserved weekend trip to 
Balaton, a beautiful nearby lake. Just weeks later, we went to Vienna, Austria. While walking 
around the city, we stumbled upon a pride parade! Halfway through the program, we took a 
weeklong trip that went through Belgium and the Netherlands. My words aren’t enough to 
capture it, so I’ll let the pictures show our adventures.

Budapest itself was amazing too! It is a city with a rich history and beautiful architecture. 
Great sights to be seen left and right along with amazing food. I think Europe, as a whole, has a 
different character than America. It is hard to pinpoint something so intangible, but I know I 
would love to go back and travel around the continent. While in Budapest, I had the chance to 
develop my photography ability. After taking a photography course at CMU, I took my black and 
white film camera around Budapest focusing on individuals from the city and various objects. 
My goal was to capture a specific feeling, the essence of Budapest. This summer experience has 
pushed me to keep going and sharpen my abilities.

The people I met along the way were some of the most interesting people I have the 
pleasure to know. Classmates on the program were from all over the US, some from big 
universities like Arizona State and some from prestigious schools like Harvard. A common 
thread though was that they were bright, nice, and fun people that I am glad to share my time 
with. Others that I got to know were a nice Malaysian couple who worked at a little vegan 
restaurant down the road from the school, a coffee shop owner next to the language school, just 
graduated high school students having fun at a local bar, a Puerto Rican culinary student 
traveling Europe after finishing a study abroad of his own, and many, many more.
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In the end, I cannot express how thankful I am for this experience of a lifetime. This 
summer has given me a perspective unlike anything else.


